Duma Key: A Novel
epubs

NO MORE THAN A DARK PENCIL LINE ON A BLANK PAGE. A HORIZON LINE, MAYBE. BUT
ALSO A SLOT FOR BLACKNESS TO POUR THROUGH... A terrible accident takes Edgar
Freemantle's right arm and scrambles his memory and his mind, leaving him with little but rage as
he begins the ordeal of rehabilitation. When his marriage suddenly ends, Edgar begins to wish he
hadn't survived his injuries. He wants out. His psychologist suggests a new life distant from the Twin
Cities, along with something else:

"Edgar, does anything make you happy?" "I used to sketch."

"Take it up again. You need hedges...hedges against the night."

Edgar leaves for Duma Key, an

eerily undeveloped splinter of the Florida coast. The sun setting into the Gulf of Mexico calls out to
him, and Edgar draws. Once he meets Elizabeth Eastlake, a sick old woman with roots tangled
deep in Duma Key, Edgar begins to paint, sometimes feverishly; many of his paintings have a
power that cannot be controlled. When Elizabeth's past unfolds and the ghosts of her childhood
begin to appear, the damage of which they are capable is truly devastating. The tenacity of love,
the perils of creativity, the mysteries of memory and the nature of the supernatural -- Stephen King
gives us a novel as fascinating as it is gripping and terrifying. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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Yes, it's scary. Yes, it's long. But this new novel is more than just another Stephen King book. With
a streamlined style and a plot that's never predictable, it's King at his crisp, clear, page-turning best.

Before you read further, let me acknowledge I'm incredibly biased here. Not only have I been a
Stephen King fan ever since 1975's 'Salem's Lot, I live on a small island off the west coast of
Florida, exactly where this story takes place. Great sunsets, a beach lined with huge rental homes,
a populace of "the newly wed and the living dead".... they're all part and parcel to this story, and all
around me as I sit here typing on my little porch.Beyond the colorful setting, "Duma Key" combines
the concepts of bodies gone bad and creativity gone wild -- typical King material -- with the
everlasting powers of friendship and love. It's a great beach read, an outstanding character study, a
terrific horror story and, eventually, an uplifting tale of moral redemption.Obviously that's plenty of
raw material, but King masters it all, with a writing style that's better than ever. As always his
imagery is simply stated yet memorably vivid -- waves, for example, crash on the beach with the
sound of "the breath of some large sleeping creature" -- and even the most basic sentences and
paragraphs have a perfect mix of energy, grace and wit. This time, however, King really takes his
time, with a slow pace that allows for plenty of character development and story detail.
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